The 25th Professional Statistical Analysis Workshop (via Zoom, in English)
22-23 December 2020
Participants’ Survey Result
1. You learned about "histogram, mean, median, standard deviation". Please comment on your satisfaction
and improvements.
5 件の回答
 Understood quite well
 I now know how they are important not only for using them but to calculate other statistical tests.
 Previously, I did not fully understand these terms. However, Dr. Sasaki's explanation, especially the
body language bit, was helpful and I am now certain that I understand all of the mentioned statistical
methods.
 Professor Sasaki explained it in detail so that we could understand well.
 I now understand their importance and can apply them to research
2. You learned about "t-test (pre- and post-t-test, 2 groups of t-test)". Please comment on your satisfaction
and future improvements.
5 件の回答
 Understood well.
 It will really help me in my current and future research.
 I am satisfied with analyzing t-test. I will adapt the knowledge I learned to my research work.
 Professor Sasaki explained it in detail so that we could understand well.
 I would want to use it on my research and hope to practise it more
3. You learned about the "ratio test(Chi-square test)". Please comment on your satisfaction and future
improvements.
5 件の回答
 Understood well.
 I am happy I know how to calculate it. I will want to use it mainly to test my other statistical tests
 I am satisfied with analyzing Chi-square test. Once I read more research papers that utilized this
method, I will be more comfortable using it.
 Professor Sasaki explained it in detail so that we could understand well.
 I am happy I know how to calculate it and will just practice it to check my other tests.
4. You learned about "regression analysis". Please comment on your satisfaction and future improvements.
5 件の回答
 Understood to some extent
 I can now use it and also understand it when reading this analysis in a research
 I am somewhat satisfied. The calculation process seemed complicated as it is, I think I will need
more experience to really become confident in using it.
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 It was great and wanted to learn more about regression analysis. I hope that we could have one more
day to practice together.
 I am satisfied I know about regression analysis. I now I will be able to read and understand
researches done with regression analysis
5. You learned about "DID, PSM, IV". Please comment on your satisfaction and future improvements.
5 件の回答
 Understood to some extent
 I hope to use it in the future if I am able to master it
 I did not learn about it. So I got a textbook, enabling me to learn the concept and the methods in
the future.
 Professor Sasaki explained it in detail so that we could understand well.
 I want to learn how it is calculated and try to apply it in research
6. How was the use of Zoom?
5 件の回答
 Very good. It was almost as same as leacture style. appreciate for the chance to join this training
despite this difficult situation by COVID-19.
 It was good. I am comfortable when it is used in the next workshop
 It was used effectively.
 It actually worked well. I think it was very effective and productive than meeting in person.
 It was ok. I will comfortable if it is used the next time
7. In addition, please feel free to write comments and requests.
5 件の回答
 I was completely a beginner in terms of Statistical Analysis but I think I understood well about core
concepts of most of the topic. Dr. Sasaki's explanation was always in detail and very easy to
understand. He always welcomes any basic questions from us. I would highly recommend it to
anyone.
 I am now confident about using statistics in my research to explain my research results
 Thank you so much for organizing this wonderful workshop. Having more by-hand calculation
experience made me more confident. Besides, sharing field experience is always useful and
especially so for my future research project.
 Thank you very much for your lectures. I learned a lot from your courses. Please take good care and
hope to see you again in the future.
 I am happy for this class. I am now confident about using and reading statistics. It has removed
whatever was blocking me from using statistics to explain my research data
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